RNG Unlimited provides high volume, on-demand manufacturing, order fulfillment and
distribution solutions for companies looking to maximize their full retail potential. With over
9 years of unique industry experience, RNG Unlimited is an expert at managing
expansive retail operations and conquering the challenges that go hand-in-hand with
market growth.
We understand the everyday hurdles and frustrations that go along with running a
business. Whether you are an artist working to get exposure or a small business hoping
to introduce a new product line, RNG Unlimited is there to help every step of the way.

5750 W 79th St
Indianapolis, IN 46278

\\\ Product Development &
Manufacturing

“THE PRODUCTS WE MAKE,
MAKE YOU”
Working extensively with artisans, photographers, and
designers we understand the importance of finding the right
manufacturing process for your product. Developing a quality
product is the foundation of your business. Utilizing the latest
tools and technology, RNG works to identify and improve voids
that may exist in your current offering.
Through flexible manufacturing options, our clients feel
confident responding to new business opportunities as they
arise. Whether it is an unexpected large purchase order or
a request for a product sample, these events can easily be
managed. RNG Unlimited’s manufacturing services provide our
clients with the ability to quickly deliver a quality product.
RNG Unlimited creates the products that you want, made the way
you expect them to be made. We recognize that you have a specific
brand and a responsibility to meet customer expectations. Each
product is made with the attention to detail and quality that it deserves.

\\\ Order Fulfillment

“SEAMLESS. WE PICK UP WHERE YOU
LEAVE OFF”
We understand that an artistic mind is a creative mind. And when a
creative mind is focused on mundane tasks such as taping boxes,
creating shipping labels, holding inventory and coordinating with
shipping carriers, frustration can arise!
Order fulfillment can be an exhausting process that takes up large
amounts of time and energy. As the demand for next-day service to
the consumer increases, RNG Unlimited is strategically positioned to
execute all of your fulfillment needs. Our warehouse team enjoys the
order fulfillment process. We package and ship items every day and
have become experts at managing the process from start to finish.
By eliminating order fulfilment and other non-revenue generating
tasks, you have more time to do what you love.
RNG Unlimited has the ability to manufacture, package and ship
your products all from the same location. Direct to customer
drop-shipping, freight logistics and wholesale order fulfillment
are all part of our daily repertoire. Even if your company handles
manufacturing in-house or uses another company, we have the
ability to store inventory, pull orders and run “pick and pack”
operations.
We are here to work in the business so you can work on it!

Distribution
One of the more unique aspects of RNG Unlimited is the
network of partners we have built over the years. We value
the relationships formed with both our online and physical
retail outlets. Our company has worked closely with hundreds of vendors ranging from boutique, brick and mortar
storefronts to large corporate wholesalers such as Wayfair
and Amazon Vendor Services.
For many artists and designers, determining the right
channel to sell their products can be a difficult task.
Pricing, product offering and wholesale account terms
are all important factors to consider.
RNG Unlimited will make sure you comply with any
unique order fulfillment requirements and guidelines.
We work with our clients to help negotiate terms and
place their products with the best vendors.
We understand that wholesale accounts can be an
intimidating process. At RNG we want to make sure
our clients are comfortable with the growth of their
business. Ensuring they have a dependable resource
to turn to is something that we take pride in.
Let RNG expand your company’s reach and allow it
to grow in ways you never would have considered.

Summary
As demand for product grows from the
consumer, so does the time, energy and
resources dedicated to manufacturing, order
fulfillment and distribution.
RNG works with artists. We work with the
creative types that would rather spend more
time creating a new product design than
source materials or input shipping labels. We
work with the person that would rather grow
their business than research the UPC code
requirements to adhere to Amazon
international product guidelines.
We are the option that lets artists,
photographers and designers put their time
and resources into things that they love to
do rather than things they feel burdened to
accomplish.
We look forward to speaking to you
directly about how we can be of
assistance.

Custom Projects
Have an idea but need help executing?
Through our industry experience and our
expansive network of partners we can develop
programs that fit clients of all sizes and types.
To place an order or inquire about any special
project needs, please email
Info@rngunlimited.com

